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DANI MARTI: Run, Run, Run
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ARC ONE Gallery, Melbourne. Opening: Wed 16 July 5-7pm.

Marti, Run, Run, Run (Gold), 2014, corner cube reflectors & natural crystal beads on aluminium frame, 95x95x20cm

ARC ONE Gallery is excited to present Run, Run, Run - a new series of wall scupltures and video work by 
rising talent Dani Marti.

“While Dani Marti’s previous work constituted a confronting encounter, challenging conventions around 
self-portraiture, his new series Run, Run, Run pushes the idea of portraiture even further with the use of old-
fashioned reflective devices: mirrors.

These works metaphorically invoke ‘Alice in Wonderland’, specifically the identity anxiety she experiences 
of her own body image, its instability reflecting the fact that the mirror is not a stable representation of 
reality. Alice finds herself getting bigger, getting smaller. This slippage of reality creates the discomfort 
she feels at never being the right size.  It also evokes her greater existential angst of growing up and 
being misunderstood by the world. Again, this connects the work to contemporary ‘selfie’ culture and the 
malignant narcissism and existential anxiety that characterise it. 

Through Marti’s clever play of surface and depth in a series of remarkable and unsettlingly works he reveals 
our neediness to be seen for who we really are in a culture in which we are alienated by the very act of being 
revealed.”
                      - Carrie Miller, 2014

Dani Marti was born 1963 Barcelona, Spain and lives and works Sydney, Australia and Glasgow, U.K. 
Marti works across video, installation and public art, each work constituting an intimate portrait.  Marti’s 
unorthodox woven and filmic works speak to notions of portraiture and sexuality in Modernism, Minimalism 
and geometric abstraction. Since 1998, Marti has held over 33 solo exhibitions; most recently TOUCH: 
The portraiture of Dani Marti, a major solo retrospective at Newcastle Regional Art Gallery. Recent group 
exhibitions include the Adelaide Biennial (2014), ECONOMY, CCA Glasgow; Stills, Edinburgh (2013); 
Videonale-14, Kunstmuseum Bonn (2013); Let the Healing Begin, Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane (2011); 
Social Documents: The Ethics of Encounter, Stills Gallery, Edinburgh (2010); Vocal Thoughts, Contemporary 
Art Centre of South Australia (2010) and Cinema X: I like to Watch, Museum of Contemporary Art, Toronto 
(2010).  Marti’s work is held in the collections of the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney; Art Gallery of 
South Australia;  National Gallery of Australia, Canberra; Gallery of Modern Art, Glasgow; The University 
of Queensland Art Museum, Brisbane; Art Bank, Sydney; Chartwell Collection, Auckland; City Art Gallery, 
Auckland and the University of Wollongong, N.S.W.  Marti has completed significant public works including  
one at Westfield Centrepoint 100 Market St, with John Wardle Architects.  The first major monograph of 
Marti’s work was published in 2012 by Hatje Cantz.

For all enquiries, interviews and images please contact ARC ONE Gallery, Melbourne.


